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Theme for the term is Off Centre Turning

WEEK 1
DEMONSTRATOR

Pierre Bonny

WRITE UP BY Allen Cox
Pierre advised that he likes turning
small things and he
obviously has done this many
times before. He chose to turn an
off centre box
He firstly turned a cylinder around
150 mm long and 90mm in
diameter. Then turned a spigot on
each end to fit his chuck bite.

The cylinder was marked out with
a line at 2/3 of the length, which
was where the lid section was to
be parted off. He then shaped the
cylinder into a nice concave form, and parted off the top which was set aside.
The base remained mounted in the chuck while the inside was hollowed. He favoured drilling a
depth hole into the base before the hollowing was done using any of the hollowing tools
available, such as the woodcut hollower or similar. A rebate to fit the lid was then turned in the
top of the base of the box. Pierre explained that at this stage he would normally sand, and apply
finish to the inside of the box, before setting it aside.
The next stage is to return the lid to the chuck, hollow it out to the required depth for the lid
and turn a matching rebate to a tight fit onto the bottom section. He carefully marked the depth
that the lid is hollowed on the outside of the lid so that the top of the lid was not cutting into the
hollowed out section of the lid. Pierre said that he would normally sand and finish the inside of
the lid at this stage.
He then fitted the bottom back onto the top ( making sure it was a tight fit ) then brought up the
tail stock and finish shaped the outside of the box to a nice curve. Pierre said that the outside
can then be sanded and finished with the tailstock in place. With the top of the box still held in
the chuck, the bottom was pushed into place and taped to hold it while the spigot was turned off
the bottom, then sanded and finished.
Pierre then showed how to make an off centre jam chuck by removing two jaws from a chuck
and mounting a piece of scrap wood between them. A tight fitting spigot was turned in the
centre of the wood held in the jaws. The spigot was turned with a step in it so that the lid could
be taped into place for safety while it was being turned in the jam chuck. The jaws were then
loosed and the wood moved off- centre by around 18mm then re-tightened in the off centre
position.
Pierre then carefully turned the top of the box in the jam chuck to obtain the off centre top of
the box. Which was then sanded and finished, so that it could be fitted back on the already
completed base of the box. It worked great, although I am sure he made it look easy.

WEEK 2
DEMONSTRATOR

Dave Dernie

WRITE UP BY Kerry Snell
David gave his demo on the term theme of offset
turning, turning a 3 sided vase.
Firstly he marked 3 equal points (120 degrees) at
each end of the wood and numbered them. Then
scribed an arc with a compass to give a finish line to
which he would work too. A spigot for 100mm
chuck was cut and the wood was mounted in it.

David drilled out a hole top and bottom which was
for mounting in a jam chuck later.
The wood was offset on the same number top and
bottom and the speed was tested to a safe speed.
Make sure the ends are cut square so the steb centres register a good contact. One side was turned
being careful not to force the chisel, “Let the chisel
cut” Try and keep the chisel on a 45 to rub the bevel as much as possible. Then the other 2 sides were
turned.
David turned a neck to the vase which was the only part of the piece that was sanded on the
lathe. He finished with 3 sides by mounting the vase in the lathe and locking it, then used a
straight spokeshave to refine the shape. The sides were sanded by hand with 6mm cork backer.
As usual David gave a great demo, but he must be thanked as he gives us a great demo
“Every” term and sometimes twice a term.

WEEK 3
DEMNSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Richard Booten

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Adrian Steel

Richard, as we all are probably aware runs
the pen supply company NATIVE PENS. He
has a
passion for producing his own pen blanks.
Many of us have bought pen kits and associated tools from him over the years.
Tonight Richard concentrated on showing
us how we could make our own acrylic blanks

Advice and discussion was given over the best type of resin to use for a particular need.
Richard also showed us how we could make our own pen blank molds using a 2 part silicone mold
compound.
As well as demonstrating, Richard also bought in a range of the products he sells which many of
us took advantage of.
As usual Richard gave us an interesting and thought provoking demonstration.

WEEK 4
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Terry Scott

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Andrew Corston

We are lucky to have one of New Zealand’s leading turners
demonstrating at our club once again. And Not for the first time Terry
kept on theme and turned a burl. A Malee burl. Turned out of balance and off centre. Burls he said he discovered while at Australia’s
Phillip Island and ever since he has been in love with them.
The burl is mounted on a faceplate made of plywood. Plywood because it holds screws better than MDF. The burl itself is mounted on
custom wood and screwed to the face plate. The centre of the burl is
found first and it is mounted roughly parallel so there is minimum
waste when facing off. Hot melt glue is used to fasten wedges to the underside of the burl and on to the faceplate.
Next the burl has to be balanced. The heaviest part of the burl always travels to the bottom so screw your weights on
opposite that until you can turn the piece by hand and it will stop at any point on the circumference with out moving
backwards.
Terry faced the piece off with a skew or negative rake scraper. Much better than a gouge on hardwood such as this.
Sand using oil – Danish oil to take away the dangerous dust.
Next step is to work out where the bowls are to go. The centre slide with burl glued on is removed from the plywood
backing plate. Draw on reference circles on the face of the piece and then use dividers and mark where the bowls
are to go. You can also put the burl face down on a piece of paper –
mark around the edge. Remove the burl – draw where you would
like the bowls to go. Then transfer the paper back to the burl and
mark your centres. The Custom wood sliding plate with burl
attached is then remounted to the ply faceplate and rebalanced
with one of the bowls on centre. Can take up to 1.5 hours to balance the piece. Commence the turn out of the bowl. A template can
be made diminishing in scale for the bowl sizes. On this burl 3 bowls
are turned all different circumferences and depths.
Finish the bowl with round scraper. Sand with Danish oil. Terry then
re-mounted and balanced for the second hole. Tap Tap Tap by the
gouge because he is starting to turn into the other bowl. To keep a
crisp edge turn so that the it is hitting the bevel otherwise can take
a chip out. Fast speed also helps to keep the depressed edge crisp.
The bowls are sanded with the lathe stopped and they are power sanded using a soft mandrel backing starting at 240
grit. Burls are not known to heat check due to the grain running infinitely in all directions.

WEEK 5
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Dave Anderson

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Ian Outshoorn

Dave came along to show us his skills.
I always appreciate that he researches the
term project and makes something appropriate.
He mentioned the obvious cabriole legs, that
he would have turned thousands of during
his production time. But he has shown us
that before so this time he's come up with
something different: a Candle stick.
He started with a reasonably big diameter
and at slow speed.
His research showed that candles are typically are 22mm, so this is the size of the hole he
drilled, 20mm deep too.
A small dished area traps the candle wax.
He made a small plug to fit the 22mm hole, so that he could offset the tailstock end too.
As you are moving centres all the time, you should sand at each step as it is very hard to come back.
He used a 12mm offset, checked that the piece would clear the tool rest and wound the speed up until
the wobble started and then back it off a smidge..
If you are trying to make two the same, then good luck to you. You would need to measure each step
and mark the ends. Make each piece at the same time.
Dave wielded a spindle gouge to make the various arcs, convex, concave, fillets, steps. Everything had a
different effect.
Keep a firm grip on the gouge, do not allow the tool to bounce. When sanding, anchor both arms and
hand sand if need be. Change to a new offset by simply spinning the plug to a new spot.
Unfortunately issues with the DVR meant that he did not get through his normal enormous workload.
He did have a few other things up his sleeve and hopefully we'll get to see these next time. I always enjoy seeing Dave turn, with a few cuts the most perfect line just appears. Thanks again for coming Dave .

WEEK 6
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

David Browne

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Kevin Hodder

The theme for this term was off centre or
multi axis turning. David's wood of choice
was Mangeao
(Litsea calicaris). A native wood not known to many
turners and easily mistaken at first glance for
Puriri. David's objective was a goblet and he
showed several samples he had turned previously.
These were quite spectacular with wide 'saucers'
off set from the main stem. STAGE 1. Having
turned the 300mm blank round, mounted and
centred on the lathe he firstly he turned the
drinking, or bowl, section of the goblet to an appropriate shape and hollowed it out. This latter
(hollowing) stage was done using both ring and cup tools. STAGE 2. David then loosened the chuck
slightly and repositioned the blank off centre. Before recommencing turning he clearly marked the
blank at the spigot end with a pencil so that if required it could be remounted. Caution is very much
required now as the previously turned bowl section is now out of alignment and damage can easily
occur to either the turner or the goblet. Using a variety of
tools, including a skew chisel, parting
tool and a bowl gauge he then pared away the wood on
both sides of the 'saucer' down to the
desired diameter of the stem. STAGE 3. This is a repeat of
STAGE 2 but with a different axis
being applied to the blank and requiring even more caution.
It was at this stage that one of the reputed beliefs applied
to the Mangeao wood manifested itself. The belief is that a
twig of the tree was used by the Tohunga to avert disaster
or witchcraft. Such was not the case here and the finely
turned section of the goblet parted company with the remainder of the blank.
I have always believed that the real, true expertise of any
turner comes to the fore when things go wrong. No wringing of hands,
swearing or giving up. No, David (ever the professional) just shrugged
and, after making sure that his audience was a) safe and b) understood
fully the process and techniques of off centre/multi axis turning,
continued on with the other aspects of his demonstration. Showed us a
purpose built chuck for this type of work and a four sided, off centre
box. Thank you David for sharing your skills with us.

WEEK 7
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Andrew Corston

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY PETER BURNETT

This demonstration utilised 3 different types of
wood, Ash , Purple Heart and Tawa. There was
some doubt raised about the identification of
the Tawa? But what’s in a name.
I once heard of a store keeper in a souvenir
shop identify an item made of Ponga as being
Kauri! Was the storekeeper woefully ignorant
or just being dishonest?
The use of 3 timbers of vastly differing
colouration enhanced the visual effect of the
finished item.
Starting with a pre-prepared piece of Ash
shaped somewhat like an egg cup hollowed with a file of which the tang had been shaped and
sharpened to make a hollowing tool. After cutting off the base and inverting the cup , there was a
hollow shape which was to be the base of the ornament to be produced.
The Purple Heart was shaped as a smaller dome to be attached to the base. It looked better than
it sounds, the crowning glory
being a finial made from the
Tawa.
Sure a similar item could be
formed from a single piece
of wood, but it would not
have had the visual impact
or require the same level of
expertise.
A very nice demonstration

WEEK 8
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Bruce Woods

WRITE UP BY

WRITE UP BY Julie Gannoway

This week Bruce was demonstrating how he
made his small lidded boxes and
predominantly, his wooden bangles which
had a wave pattern incorporated.
The wave was of a contrasting timber.
To get the wave effect the work has to be cut as a curve using a bandsaw and jig.
The jig was custom made by Bruce. It consists of a pivoting base onto which is screwed a vertical piece of wood. A chuck is attached to the vertical block to allow the work to be held. The
chuck can move up and down on the vertical block and the whole assembly can move in and
out.
The timber was place in the chuck and the unit was slid forward to the point where the desired
thickness could be achieved
The second contrasting timber was placed in the jig and the thin slice was also cut.
All 3 pieces were glued together with Gorilla Glue to form a sandwich.
The block was turned down to form a cylinder with rounded edges, which was sanded and
finished.
This was then placed into 100mm jaws with rubber to protect the outside. The inside was
turned out keeping the internal walls parallel.
The inside was sanded and finished.
Bruce likes to spray his bangles with a clear lacquer.
To overcome the difficulty of holding the pieces in order to spray them , Bruce has come up
with the idea of buying cheap tongs from the $2 shop. He them uses these to hold the inside of
the bangles so he can spray it. Then they Can easily be hung up to dry

WEEK 9
DEMONSTRATOR
DEMONSTRATOR

Andrew Bright

WRITE UP BY

After a Winter escape it was great to
come back and have as my first night a
wonderful demonstration by Andrew
Bright.
Despite several equipment malfunctions
Andrew put on a good show, he certainly
embraced offset turning and gave all of
us something to think about.
The interesting point for me, is that he
made the triangle first and then proceeded to use his mathematical concepts to
offset turn 3 intersecting hollows. Precision is the key, as each hollow needs to
be geometrically the same.
Thank you Andrew, looking forward to
your next inspired demo.
Tref

WRITE UP BY Trefor Roberts

WEEK 10
END OF TERM COMPETITION AND SOCIAL EVENING

Dave Scott

Julie Gannoway

Senior section winner

Intermediate section winner

TERM 4 DEMONSTRATORS

THEME FOR
TERM 4
Garden Accessories

WHEN ARE WE
OPEN?

NEED HELP??
President
Terry Denvers
Vice President Doug Cresswell
Secretary
Eddie Stephens
Treasurer
John Green

480 6466
410 7866
0272 422117
09 4169272

Monday Club
Guild open from 9.00am
Tuesday Club Night

Committee

David Browne, Diane James,
Lee Riding, Gavin Frances,
Les Whitty, Trefor Roberts
Programme
David Dernie, Trefor Roberts
Evening Classes Lee Riding
Library
Kevin Hodder
Refreshments Pepi Waite
Raffle
John & Mary Green
Machinery
Bruce Withers, Terry Denvers
Webmaster
Kris Mackintosh

Guild open from 6.00pm

The following members are available to help new members or anyone having woodturning problems:
Lee Riding 479 4874,

Trefor Roberts 475 9307

What's happening around the country?
VISIT WWW.NAW.ORG.NZ

WE’RE ON THE WEB WWW.WOOD.ORG.NZ

Community Adult Training Course
TERM 4
DEMONSTRATOR
PROGRAM

Contact Lee Riding for further information 479 4874

Thur 19th Oct
Thur 26 Oct

date

DEMONSTRATOR

Thur 2nd Nov

W1 Oct 17 Trefor Roberts
W2 Oct 24

Dave Dernie

W3 Oct 31

Toys and Tops

W4 Nov 7

Dave Anderson

Thur 9th Nov
Thur 16 Nov
Thur 23 Nov
Thur 30 Nov

W5 Nov 14 Peter Williams
W6 Nov 21 Ian Outshoorn

RESIN COURSE

W7 Nov 28 Andrew Bright
W8 Dec 5

Sunday 29 October and 5 November.

Terry Scott

8am - 12:30pm .

W9 Dec 12 Xmas BBQ

$30.00. See Pepi

MONDAY CROWD

Guild open from 9am

SATURDAY OPENINGS Guild open from 9am
John and Mary Green will be opening the guild on the 1st Saturday of each month.
Next open – 07 October and if we speak nicely to Mary, she might make a cake.
Terry Denvers will be opening the guild up on the 3rd Saturday of each month.
Next open – 21 October

Magazine compiled by Adrian Steel

